Director’s Notes
When I was asked to direct and choreograph SWEET CHARITY
I immediately thought how fun it would be to delve into those Fandango dance numbers, all fishnets and high hairdos and shoes. This
would be a walk in the park! As a little girl I had already spent hours
and hours in my family’s rumpus room playing Charity, belting out
I’m a Brass Band loudly and badly. My best friends Laura and
Maureen were enlisted to play my sidekicks Nickie and Helene. But
they drew the line at playing Oscar Lindquist, Charity’s boyfriend.
Then I watched Nights of Cabiria, the black and white 1957
Frederico Fellini film that the Broadway musical SWEET CHARITY
was based on. The film centres on the romantic ups-and-downs of an
ever-hopeful sex worker. I realized very quickly that while doing all
that prancing around in my parent’s basement was a start, it might
not qualify as research for pulling off this often dark and quirky
musical.
I have always loved the underdogs of theatre. The flawed leading
character, the broken hero, the hoofer with a heart of gold who never
gets the guy. One need not look any further than Charity Hope Valentine to find such a creature. She is the epitome of unfulfilled desire
with a touch of moxie. She has the ability to survive her bleak world
by believing fervently it will change. She will find true love. She has
to. Over and over and over again. Her fellow dancehall girls hear all
about every single one of these true loves. This is the one she says
every single time. And she believes it.
I love Charity. Audiences love her, root for her and hope for her as
much as she hopes for herself. Her sheer will to rise up out of the
muck is unstoppable.
Charity’s world is a 1950’s dark, dank bar stuck in time while
outside around her the earth is spinning with change. The 60’s are
fast approaching with a wild unfettered push for liberation and
groove. Her restlessness mirrors this coming tsunami of newness.
She wants to break out of her life and catch the wave. What’s a
dancehall girl to do?

CAST
I love Charity’s dressing room. I wanted to create a world where the girls
who work with her at the Fan-dango Club could feel safe and be the funny
broads they are, relaxed and at home as they sit between shows ignoring Herman
their hapless stage manager’s rants. In contrast to that, onstage in BIG
SPENDER, the girls play their parts, their mascara masks up, on the job, making
‘a living if you can call it that,’ not dancing with the men but rather, 'defending
themselves to music’.

Having a book by Neil Simon is a gift. How fun to encourage a louder,
brasher take on spoken words and finding that ‘New York Minute’ with the cast
throughout these last weeks of rehearsals. It is rare to have such a strong script
combined with some of the most memorable tunes in musical theatre. Discovering the heart of the piece that is Charity herself and then smothering it with New
York grit and grime was a task we have all undertaken to do.
SWEET CHARITY isn’t an easy show with a neat and tidy happy ending.
Even poor Oscar, Charity’s ticket to supposed freedom, is looking for love and
can’t see it tap dancing right in front of him. Of course truth be told, Charity
could never ever find true happiness pumping gas in the burbs with him anyway.
The old adage ‘be careful what you wish for' comes to mind.
How could I ever talk enough about the talent I have been given to work with
here at Sheridan College? The triple threat actors and all the technical crew and
designers jumped on board with me from the very first day and helped bring the
world around Charity to life. I have been spoiled forever with them. Being in the
Studio Theatre presented a few challenges at first but I believe Charity’s story is
better told in a small space. Audiences can be right up close and personal with
her. And of course I couldn’t have done this show without Stephen Woodjetts
tinkling the ivories and whispering little gems of wisdom into my ear.
Although I never got to actually play Charity myself except in the bowels of
my parent’s house with no audience save for my sister Molly telling me to be
quiet, I have played her here through these students. Just don’t tell them that. I
don’t want it to go to their heads.
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